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ABSTRACT
The Low Power Atmospheric Compensation ExpEriment (LACE)
spacecraft was launched for NRL in February 1990. The LACE
flight dynamics experiment will provide on-orbit systems
identification of the LACE spacecraft. The experiment is
designed to measure modal frequencies, damping ratios, and
oscillation amplitudes of the LACE spacecraft. The purpose of
this study is to develop a finite elerdent model of the LACE
spacecraft and conduct a dynamics analysis to determine
natural frequencies and mode shapes. Four configurations of
the spacecraft are analyzed. This data will be compared with
actual orbital data and will provide an opportunity for
improvements in the accuracy of computer simulations of
flexible structures and multi-body dynamics. Thermoelastic
effects due to differential heating are addressed to check the
magnitude of deformations that may cause a problem for
stability or on-orbit identification. The final phase of this
study is to conduct a parametric analysis of the spacecraft
boom to investigate the presence of chaotic vibration for
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This study is concerned with the modeling and analysis of
the Low Power Atmospheric Compensation Experiment (LACE)
spacecraft. One of the missions of the LACE spacecraft is to
conduct and obtain flight data for on-orbit system
identification. The flight dynamics experiment is designed to
measure modal frequencies, damping ratios, oscillaticn
amplitude of the LACE spacecraft and vibration intensity
generated oy boom deployments and retractions. This experiment
will provide an opportunity for improvements in the accuracy
of computer simulations of large flexible space structures and
multi-body dynamics.
It will also provide a mechanism for evaluating influence
of magnetic torques, gravity gradient torques and atmospheric
drag on the LACE-type structures.
The purpose of this study is to develop a finite element
model of the LACE spacecraft using the finite element pcogram
Graphical Interactive Element Total System (GIFTS). Dynamic
analysis is performed on the model to determine the natural
frequencies and mode shapes. Thermoelastic effects due to
differential heating are addressed to check if the magnitude
of deformations could cause a problem for stability or system
i I II P " l d I I I 1
identification. Finally, a parametric analysis is conducted on
a model of the spacecraft boom to investigate the possibility
of chaotic vibrations that may be induced during the mission.
B. OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND
1. Spacecraft Description
NRL-developed LACE was successfully launched on February
14, 1990, from Cape Canaveral on a DELTA II launch vehicle.
The spacecraft incorporates three deployable/retractable booms
of maximum length 150 feet. The 2,800 lb. LACE spacecraft is
stabilized by a 150 ft. zenith directed gravity gradient boom
mounted on top of the spacecraft, a momentum wheel with axis
along the pitch axis and a magnetic damper at the tip of the
gravity gradient boom. The retroreflector boom is mounted
forward and deployed along the velocity vector, while the
balance boom is mounted and pointed aft. Figure 1 shows the
basic configuration of the spacecraft.
2. Experimental Hardware
The flight dynamics experiment hardware consists of
three germanium corner cubes mounted on the lead boom, on the
bottom of the bus and on the aft balance boom to serve as
targets for the 10.6 micron Firepond laser radar at MIT
Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, Massachusetts. The Firepond
laser has a 4 millisecond square wave pulse at a frequency of
62.5 Hz and pulse energy of 3.2 joules. The Firepond laser
radar will illuminate the cubes to measure the relative motion
2
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Figure 1. LACE Spacecraft Configuration
of the boom with respect to the main body. Reflections from
the corner cubes wil l give differential Doppler information on
the magnitude of the displacement rates due to boom flexure.
(Ref. 1]
The Ultra-Violet Plume Instrument (UVPI) will be used
to measure the absolute bus rotation rate. It has the
capability of resolving angular velocities of 5 * 10.3
radian/sec. (Ref. 2]
Figure 2 depicts the LACE flight dynamics experiment.
3
Figure 2. LACE Flight Dynamics Experiment
3. Acquisition Sequence
The recommended acquisition sequence for the LACE
spacecraft calls for four different boom deployments.
Initially, the gravity gradient will be extended to 75 feet.
After the spacecraft has stabilized, the boom will be deployed
to 150 feet and the momentum wheel will be spun up. Then the
leading (retroreflector) and tracking (balance) booms will be
extended to 119.5 feet. The final configuration will have the
retroreflector boom and gravity gradient boom extended to 150
feet and the trailing balance boom extended to 75 feet.
4
4. Orbital Parameters
Table I lists the orbital narazeters for LACE.
Table i. LACE ORBITAL PARAMETERSitAltiude 1 541 ;_M
Period 195.47 miI .cination I 43.087 degrees
Eccentricity .00108
Semi-major Axis I 6919.351 km
C. YOTIVATION
During the past five years, system identification of
flexible space structures has emerged as an important problem.
Many proposed space missions will involve large space
structures that are very flexible, contain thousands of
structural elements and have special mission requirements,
such as pointing accuracies. Some of these structures include
space defense platforms, solar power stations and manned
laboratories, such as the -oace station. These structures may
require some type of active control to carry out ongoing
maneuvers, suppress and control vibration and achieve accurate
and reliable pointing. An obstacle to meeting some of these
objectives can be attributed to the inability to analytically
model the structural dynamics of these highly flexible
structures with a high degree of confidence or precision.
Typically, such information is also required in the design of
vibration suppression and control systems.
5
The inability to model dynamics of large flexible
structures is caused by four Zactors:
1. Because of launch costs, large space structures are
constructed out of very light com-posites and cannot
support their weight in gravity. This prevents
ground-based nesting.
2. New composite =aterials will result in modeling
uncertainty of the aterial properties.
3. Co-mlications arise from the cobination of very high
flexibility and large thermal grauients.
4. On-orbit structure will be exposed to harsh space
environments which include particle radiation, solar
effects, gravitational anomalies, extreme
temperatures and near vacuum. The structure may
undergo physical parameter changes. (Ref. 3]
General purpose structural modeling and multi-body dynamics
computer programs such as GIFTS and TREETOPS, respectively,
can be used to define and investigate complex space
structures. However, there is no assurance that optimum
structural models can be generated with these programs. It is
envisioned that the on-orbit data received from LACE can be
used to improve these computer models.
D. THESIS OUTLINE
This study contains eight chapters. The second chapter
provides a discussion of the theoretical basis adopted by
GIFTS to develop a finite element model and provide dynamic
analysis. Chapter III describes the development of the simple
beam model and complex finite element model of the LACE
spacecraft. Chapter IV provides the natural frequencies and
6
mode shapes of the spacecraft. in Chanter V a thermoelastic
analysis is conducted on the LACE spacecraft boom to determine
the effects of differential heating. Chapter VI discusses
multi-body dynamics and describes a multi-body program called
TREETOPS. Chapter VII gives a description and a method to
identify chaotic vibrations. A parametric analysis of the LACE
spacecraft boom modeled as a single degree of freedom system
is provided to determine if chaotic vibrations may be induced.
The model uses experimental data for stiffness, mass and
damping and examines the beh,,vior for possible chaos in the




A. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The finite element method is a numerical procedure to
compute the response of complex structures. The basic unit of
this analysis, the discrete finite element, is a geometrically
simolified reoresentation of a small part of the physical
structure. The finite element method views the complete
complex structure as an assembly of a finite number of these
finite discrete elements (beams, rods, plates, etc.), each of
whose properties and deformation responses are simple as
compared to the complete structure. The division of the
discrete elements is natural, in general, and follows the way
the actual structure is built (truss members, frames, etc.).
The elements interconnect at nodes where the elements meet and
move in unison only after compatibility requirements are met.
This assures that adjacent elements will not overlap or
saparate.
Each node has six degrees of freedom with three deflections
and three rotations. Based on how the elements are connected
at the rods, the computed properties of the individual
elements are determined and assembled to obtain the
equivalent, but more complex properties of the entire
assembled model. The structural model created can then be used
8
to nredict the behavior of the real structure. in this study,
the structural model will be used to determine the structure's
natural frequencies and mode shapes. The finite element types
used to model the LA.CE spacecraft include rod, beam and
plate/shell elements. These elements will be discussed further
in accordance with the theory adopted used by GIFTS.
1. Rod Elements
Rod elements are pin-jointed truss members that are
capable of carrying axial forces only. Figure 3 shows a
typical rod element.
XA. E. L 2
Figure 3. Rod Elements
The element is located in tne (x-y-z) coordinate system, which
is also known as the reference or global coordinate system.
Ccordinates along the element are the local or element
coordinate system (1--).
The following derivations can be found in more detail
in Allen and Haisler (Ref. 4: section 7.2]. The element
stiffness matrix, derived from the principle of virtual work,
in local coordinate system, is defined by the equation
9
(1)
The matrix [9] represents the truss element stiffness matrix
in the local coordinate system.
Figure 4 shows the rod element oriented at a positive
angle 8 relative to the global axis.
114
Figure 4. Rod Element at 8
Element and global displacements at nodes 1 and 2 are related
by
1U = sin 0 U (2)
UJ 10 0 cosO sinG I
or
10
(U = [T] {u) (3)
where
[ r= osO sin8 0 0SO (4),0 cosO in
Using the strain energy equation and the matrix product
transpose rule, the following relations are derived:
- _. [u] ([) {u) (5)
2
where
(I=2 T (T (6)
Therefore, using equations (1) and (6), (K] is transformed to
the global coordinate system to obtain
c2  CS - -C S
K= AE CS S' -CS -S1 (7)
L l-c^ -CS C2 csj
-CS -S2 CS SJ
where c = cos 0 and s = sin .
2. Beam Elements
Beam elements are characterized as members that are
capable of resisting bending. The beam element will carry
axial forces, shear forces and bending moments. Figure 5
depicts a typical planar beam finite element.
11
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Figure 5. Beam Element
The following can be found in more detail in Allen and
Haisler (Ref. 4: section 7.3.]
The stiffness matrix is defined by the equation
EA 
-EA 0 0L L
o 12EI 6E1 0 -122I 6E1
LV L L 
3  L
0 6E 4E1 0 -6EI 2M1
L L L
2  L (8)
-. A o E o o
L L
0 -12EI -6R1 0 1221 -6EXV2 La V2 L2
o 6El 2El 0 -6S1 4EX
L2  L L2 L
where I =I
In order to assemble the stiffness matrices, they must
be transformed to global coordinates. The local-global
transformation, Fs before, is given by
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c sO 000
-S C 0 0 0 0
0 0 1000 (9)
0 00 C SO0
0 0 0 -s C 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.
where c = cos d and s = sin 0.
The remainder of the finite element formulation is
similar to the previous section on rod elements. The stiffness
matrix in global coordinates is constructed using equations
(6), (8) and (9).
3. Plate Bending Theory
A flat plate, like a beam, supports transverse loads and
offers resistance to bending. Figure 6 shows stresses that act
on a homogeneous linearly elastic plate.
Figure 6. Plate Stresses
The normal stresses a and a vary linearly with Z and
contribute to bending moments M, and M..
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The normal stress o is negligible when compared with
a,, a, and -Y. The transverse shear stresses -r and -,, vary
quadratically with z. Plate bending in this analysis refers to
external loads perpendicular to the xy plane and applied
moments. (Ref. 5]
The stresses shown in Figure 6 result in the following
equations (Ref. 5] for bending moments M and transverse shears
Q.
r/ C/2 c2C /
M= fo/ °zdz iy = i/ °zdz f T = 2/z 7 zdz (lOa)
QX = f. ! Zxdz Q, = f/2c,, d z  (lOb)
Stresses a, and a are greatest at the surface z=±t/2,
while , is maximum at the midsurface. Transverse shear
stresses rZ\, ,, are small compared to o\, o and r,, and are
not considered in the classical Kirchhoff plate theory.
In what follows, Kirchhoff's plate theory (Ref. 5] is
briefly reviewed, which forms the basis for the GIFTS
formulation.
As transverse loads are applied to the plate, the points
on the midsurface move only in the z direction. Under loads,
normals to the midsurface are assumed to remain normal before
and after deformation. Figure 7 shows a differential element
of a thin plate before and after loading. As shown, the line





Figure 7. Differential Element of a Thin Plate a) Before
Loading b) After Loading
From Figure 7, with - and - being assumed as
ax 8y
small angles, the following relations apply:
U ! u F W
ax hence -x "x 2
Zaw 8V 7w ii
=- ( v (11)
ay ay 6y2
au +v 2z W2w
Yj FY; ax axay
These are the strain displacement relations in
accordance with classical Kirchhoff's plate theory applied to
a thin plate.
By using stress-strain relations, the moment-curvature
relations may be derived. Neglecting thermal expansion and




I E 1. 
(12)
(I-V2) 0 0
By substituting equation (i1) into equation (12) and
substituting the result into equation (10a), the following is
obtained:
{M) = -[Dt] () (13)
where the moments and curvatures are
( M ) M) H, ; { -- 8w a 2 w ( 1 4 )
3x2 aY axay
and
V1 0 (15)Dk] = D 0 0 ((-v)
where D - . D is called the flexural rigidity of the
12 (1-0 2 )
plate and is analogous to bending stiffness EI of a beam.
The next step is to formulate the element stiffness
matrix using the virtual work equation:
1 e) (6} -E6e) d, (16)
where
16
{e =I z.~± -z- -2z ?-!!.T72  ayz ,Xcy
and where [E] is given by equation (12). 6wi., and Se are the
internal virtual work and virtual st-ains resue :tively.
For plates, using the straim-disolacement relations,
W =fA ,[Djl WdA, where {r -w -w ~ (17)
-or an element having N nodes, displacements W is interpolated
as
Ix3I.1
where the nodal degrees of freedom are given by
-d w 8w w waw 'w
Equation (18) is differentiated to yield curvatures
[B] (d) (19)
On substituting equation (19) into equation (17) yields
5w, = {6d)r-[KJ {d}) (20)
where the element stiffness matrix (K] is identified as
XIV fA [B) -- D,)1 (B] dA (1
17
B. FREE VIBRATION OF MnIDGE-O-REO SYSTEMS
Craig j Reff. 61] provides a good overvi ew of mutidegro-
freedom (I-OF) systems.
The equation of motion f or a free undamped MDOF systen can
be written as
[nil (0) - ({u){) (22)
where [in) and [K] are (NxN) matrices and {u(t)) is a 1NxI
vector of generalized displacement coordinates. The solution
of the differential equation gives harmonic motion given by
U =U uCos (W"-) (23)
Substituting equation (23) into (22) yields the eigenvalue
problemi
(UK) 0w2[(M) U = 0 (24)
For non-trivial solution,
Ix~10 (25)
Equation 25 is recognized as the characteristic equation for
the free vibration response, The resulting polynomial 
in w2
yields the roots cr the eigenvalues which correspond to the
natural frequencies of the system.
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Corresponding to each eigenvalue, w,, there will be an
eigenvecor or natural mode u., where
U =1 r = 1,2 _..N (26)
Typically, these modes may be scaled by a process called
normalization and results in modal vectors called normal
modes. A mode that has been scaled to have a unique amplitude
will be designated as 4, and will be dimensionless. The modal
vector corresponding to w. can be written
P = cA4, (27)
where c, is a scaling constant whose units are such that 4mtr
has the dimension of mass.
There are three procedures for normalizing modes for MDOF
systems. [Ref. 6)
1. Scale the r ' h mode so that ( )r=l at a specified
coordinate i.
2. Scale the r'h mode so that (,),=i, whereI ( ,), I=maxl),




The generalized stiffr. for the r" mode is
= kA, (29)
By expressing equation (24) for the r'h mode and oremultiDling
by , the generalized stiffness-mass relations are obtained
as
K..= w-m1  (30)
C. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF MODES AND FREQUENCIES OF MDOF
SYSTEMS
This section discusses the procedure used by GIFTS to
obtain numerical solution to large eigenproblems. The LACE
spacecraft in its fully deployed state was modeled by over
16,000 degrees of freedom. The dynamic analysis of this
structure involves determining the natural frequencies and the
corresponding natural modes by solving the equation
(K-Wi) 4 =0 (31)
Vector iteration methods are simple and elegant for obtaining
eigenpairs. The specific method used by GIFTS is the subspace
iteration method. The subspace iteration solution is very
effective in the calculation of the lowest eigenvalue and
corresponding eigenvectors of systems with large bandwidth and
which are too large for the high-speed storage of the
computer. (Ref. 7]
20
4Bathe (Ref. 8] establishes three steps for the subspace
iteration method.
1. Establish q starting iteration vectors, q>p, where p
is the number of eigenvalues and vectors to be
calculated.
2. Use simultaneous inverse iteration on the q vectors
and Ritz analysis to extract the best eigenvalue and
eigenvector approximations from the q iteration
vectors.
3. After convergence, the Sturm sequence check is used
to verify that the required eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors have been calculated.
The objective of the subspace iteration method is to solve
for the lowest p eigenvalues and eigenvectors satisfying
K+= 4A (32)
whereA=diagonal (A ) and=- 1, .... p]. The eigenvectors must
also satisfy the orthogonality conditions
V4K - A; 04 = I (33)
Detailed derivatione of the subspace iteration method are
shown in Bathe (Ref. 8]. TIq subspace iteration algorithm
shown below finds an orthogonal basis of vectors in EL+I
subspace.
= (34)
for L=1,2,..., and with iterations from EL to EL+I. Next,
projections of the operators K and M onto KL+I are computed:
21
K~ Z7J.±KXL.1 (35)
Ml Z -£ -(36)
By solving for the eigensystem of-projected bperators
~Kf~~~l& ~L.L4 (37)
where Q is an orthogonal matrix, Lxprove ipproximation tor
the eigenvectorg is found :by-
It may be coted that A L+l--> A azd XL+1 -- ) as L--)0.
The first step of the subspace iteration is to generate the
starting iteration vector6 in 31. The following aigorithm is
used to select the starting iteration vector. The first column
in MX1 is the diagonal of M. The other columns are unit
vectors with entries +1 at coordinates with the smallest k,/m,
ratio.
The subipace iteration method requires a measure to compute
convergence. Assuming that in (L-1) and L iterations,
eigenvalue approximations 1,E(L) and 1,(L+I), i=l, ...p, have been
calculated. The measure for convergence, then, is
I -1 _ )(L) I
A ) - Scol ; 1 . .. p.9)
where tol may be 10'2s, when eigenvalues shall be accurate to
2S digits.
22
" ... ...... :I II " qll llL I -I. Ni I
Since equations (32) and (33) can be satisfied by any j
eigenpairs, there must be a way to verify the calculations.
Once the convergence is satisfied in equation (39), with s
being at least equal to 3, a check may be performed to make
sure that the smallest eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors have been calculated. The Sturm sequence property
is used to provide this check. This property is derived from
the following analysis. (Ref. 8 By using the Gauss
elimination solution, the stiffness matrix can be factorized
as
K= LDLr (40)
where L is a lower unit triangular matrix and D is the
diagonal matrix.
Let K-pM be factorized into LDLT. In the decomposition of
K-pM, the number of negative elements in D is equal to the
number of eigenvalues smaller than p . Because of this
property, by assuming a shift V and checking whether p is
smaller or larger than the required eigenvalue, successive
iterations can reduce the interval in which the eigenvalue
must be. A summary of subspace iteration solution is shown in
Table II.
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III. LACE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
A. GIFTS CAPABILITIES
GIFTS has several capabilities which facilitate the
modeling of large complex structures. Some of these
capabilities include:
1. automatic model generation
2. model editing, display and information
3. automatic load and boundary conditions
4. vibrational mode extraction
5. substructuring
6. thermal stress analysis
Element types that can be used include:
1. rods and beams
2. plates/shells
3. solid elements and axisymmetric elements [Ref. 9]
The elements can be selected from a library of options. The
materials can be created by the user or from a library of
defined materials. GIFTS also allows users to define
anisotropic materials.
Static and dynamic analysis can be performed on the model.
The dynamic analysis provides free vibrations and mode shapes.
These vibrational mode shapes can be displayed on the screen.
For structures that undergo thermal loading, deflections and
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stresses can be calculated by computing thermal (pseudo-
forces) forces to simulate the thermal effects.
GIFTS also has the capability for substructuring and multi-
level substructuring. Large models may be divided into
substructures. Certain areas of a substructure may be modeled
as a second level substructure to allow economic modeling and
reduce computational costs.
B. SIMPLE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF LACE
Initially, the LACE spacecraft is modeled as a point mass
with three attached beam members. The three dimensional
triangular trusses are modeled as solid circular beams. To
ensure that this beam had the same bending characteristics,
the following bending stiffness relations was used from ASC-
Able Engineering (Ref. 10).
flexural rigidity (EI) = 1.51! ER4e2  (41)
where
e = maximum bending strain of longerons when completely
coiled (e = d/2R = F/E)
F = coiling stress of longerons
d = longeron diameter
E = Young's modulus of longeron material
R = boom radius
with
e = .015
R = 5.0 inches
E = 8.0 x 106 psi
This results in El = 5.3 x 106 lbs-in2.
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From this relation, I is seen to be .663 which results in
a solid circular beam with a radius of .9583 inches. The beam
is with 10 elements for a 150 foot truss and 5 elements for a
75 ft. truss. This model is used in GIFTS with the appropriate
tip masses to determine the natural frequencies and mode
shapes. The results will be shown and discussed in the next
chapter. A listing of the file to generate the model is given
in Appendix A.
C. COMPLEX FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF LACE
1. Main Spacecraft Body
The on-orbit configuration of the LACE spacecraft is
shown in Figure 8. From the figure, it can be seen that the
LACE spacecraft consists of structural panels, solar panels,
sensor panels, truss elements and various beam types.
The primary structure of LACE consists of a frame type
structure consisting of channel section stringers, tee-section
stringers, z-section doublers, and angle-section members. The
primary structure also consists of honeycomb panels. Figures
9a and 9b show the basic configuration of the primary
structure.
The secondary structure of the LACE spacecraft consists
of the fixed and deployable solar array substrate, deployable
sensor panels and deployable sensor arms. Figure 10 shows the





Figure 8. LACE Spacecraft On-Orbit Configuration
The primary frame members are made of aluminum, AL6061-
T6. Table III shows the material characteristics of AL6061-T6
used in GIFTS.
Table III. AL6061-T6 CHARACTERISTICS
Yield Stress 1.8 E4 psi
Young's Modulus 9.9 E6 psi
Poisson's Ratio .33
Mass Density 2.5382 E-4 lbs-sec2/in4
The honeycomb panels consist of .05 thick face sheets
consisting of aluminum, AL6061-T6. The core of the panels are
1/4 -5052 -.003, with a density of .01552 lbs-sec2 /in4.
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Figure 9a. LACE Spacecraft Primary Structure
Figures Ila and lib show the primary and secondary
honeycomb panel structure and dimensions.
The primary panels are one inch thick with a .9 inch
core. The solar array panels are .5 inches thick with a .4
inch core and the deployable sensor panels are .75 inches
thick with a core of .65. The deployable sensor arms are
channel beams with .125 inch thick aluminum, AL6061-T6.
The honeycomb panels are modeled as aluminum panels,
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Figure 9b. LACE Spacecraft Available Panel Area
equivalent stiffness and weight. The panel stiffness for a
honeycomb panel is given by (Ref. 11]
D - Eth2  (42)
2 (1 - v2)
where
E = Young's modulus
t = face thickness of the panel
h = core thickness
u = Poisson's ratio
The stiffness for each honeycomb panel is calculated
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Figure 10. LACE Spacecraft Secondary Structure
Using the stiffness, an equivalent thickness is
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Figure 11b. Secondary Panels
D - E 0 (43)
12 (l-v 2 )
The mass of the honeycomb panels is computed and used
with the new thickness to determine volume and density. These
calculations are presented in Appendix B. Table IV summarizes
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the new parameters used to =odel the honeyconb bafiels as ,
aluminum panels with appropriate stiffness and mass.
Table IV. THICKNESS AND DENSITY PARMETERS
Thickness (in) Density (lbs-sec2/in4)
Primary Panels I .624 5.364 x 1 0 .S
Solar Panels I .3634 8.1915 x 10 .5
Sensor Panels .502 6.22 x 10-'
The finite elements model of the main body of the LACE
spacecraft is shown in Figuro 12. The associated file to
generate the model is given in Appendix C.
The LACE spacecraft has several sensors and components.
Even though the spacecraft is essentially a rigid body, the
mass of the components was modeled as accurately as possible
according to the mesh size of the grids. Appendix D contains
the component placements and mass distributions.
2. Spacecraft Trusses
The automatic deployable lattice booms are manufactured
by AEC-Able Engineering Company, Inc. They are designed for
applications that require high dimensional stability and high
ratio of bending stiffness to weight. Figure 13 shows the
principal parts of the continuous longeron boom and the
retraction geometry. The longerons are continuous along the
length and are connected to the batten frames with pivot
fittings. Six diagonals provide shearing strength and
stiffnesses. When the boom is twisted, tension increases on
three of the diagonals, causing batten members to buckle and
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Figure 12. Finite Element Model of LACE Spacecraft
shorten. As twisting increases, the longerons rotate about the
pivots and assume a helical configuration. In the retracted
position the longerons are coiled in flat helices while
battens lie on top of each other.
The longerons and battens are modeled as circular beams




Figure 13. Continuous Longeron Boom
are oval-shaped and attached to the longeron by pivot joints,
but for simplification the battens are modeled as circular and
the joints are not modeled. Listed in Table V are the
dimensions and properties of the truss. When fully retracted
the triangular batten frames lie within a 10 inch diameter
circle.
Figure 14 shows a cross-sectional view of the truss and
its dimensions.
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Table V. TRUSS PROPERTIES AND DIMENSIONS I
Longeron and Batten Diameter .150 inches
Diagonal Diameter .050 inches
Material Type S-glass epoxy
Density .075 lbs/in
3
Young's Modulus E=8.0 x 106 psi
Figure 14. Cross-Sectional View and Dimensions of Longeron
Structure
The booms of the spacecraft are ideal for
substructuring. The 150-foot boom results in over 5,000
unknowns, when modeled as three-dimensional beam-truss
elements. The suhstructuring technique is used in modeling
when the number of unknowns may be reduced substantially.
Initially, substructuring and multi-level substructuring
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techniques were used to model the trusses, reducing the
computational time considerably.
The first substructure was a 15-foot section of the
truss. Ten of these substructures were joined together to
construct the 150-foot boom. This multi-level substructure was
attached to the main body of the spacecraft, thus forming a
super element to the main body. This reduced the complete
model from over 16,000 unknowns to about 2,500 unknowns. This
was an attempt to capture the dynamics of the LACE spacecraft
more accurately.
However, the use of substructuring generated large
negative masses in the mass matrix. Kamel et al. (Ref. 12]
provide a detailed formulation of the constrained
substructuring techniques. As only the executable version of
GIFTS program was available, and the objective was to obtain
dynamic characteristics, it was decided to pursue modeling the
whole structure.
The limitations of the program or the methodology
adopted there is being pursued as well. The supplier of
software is looking into the problem. The input files used to
generate the multi-level substructuring model of LACE and
typical negative mass elements are attached in Appendix E.
The listing of the file to create the trusses and
attachment to the spacecraft is in Appendix F.
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IV. RESULTS OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
For linear behavior, resonance occurs when the frequency
of excitation equals the natural frequency. In order to avoid
the ill-effects of large amplitude vibration at resonance, the
natural frequency must be known and compared with potential
excitation frequencies. The gravity gradient pitch vibration
frequency is 2.3 x 10'4 Hz and is widely separated from the
lowest modes of the finite element models.
Table V presents computed values for the first four modes
of three different models of the LACE spacecraft.
Table V NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THREE LACE MODELS
Mode GIFTS NASTRAN (Ref 1] GIFTS
Beam Model (Hz) Beam Model (Hz) Complex Model (Hz)
1 .01930 .01935 .0216
2 .04825 .04729 .0516
3 .05454 .0536 .0588
4 .1738 .1106 .1253
Initially, the NASTRAN beam model was developed by Naval
Research Laboratories (NRL). The present beam model was
developed as described in the previous chapter. The first
three modes agree within 2%, however the present fourth mode
appears to be an anomaly. The GIFTS complex model is
consistently 10% higher than the NASTRAN model. The NASTRAN
model appears to yield fairly good data in the lower modes.
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This discrepancy may be attributed to the modeling
uncertainties and approximation of the geometric and stiffness
distributions. The detailed modeling of NASTRAN was not
available. It may be noted that there is no excitation
frequencies at those computed frequencies. Further, complex
modeling is recommended when higher modes and frequencies are
required. The simple model may not capture these higher modes
and even skip some modes. The higher modes assume importance,
especially, for very flexible structures and in the design of
control systems for vibration control and suppression. Figures
15 to 20 show the mode shapes and frequencies for the NASTRAN
model while Figures 21 to 26 show the data for the GIFTS beam
model. Figures 27 to 30 show the GIFTS complex model of the
spacecraft. Appendix F contains the frequency and mode shapes
of the LACE spacecraft in three configurations as it deploys
to its final state.
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Figure 18. Mode 4, u =.1104 Hz, NASTRAN BEAM MODEL
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Figure___21. _Mode __1,_u __.01930 __Hz, _GIFTS __BEAM__MODEL
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Figure 23. Mode 3, u =.05459E Hz, GIFTS BEAM MODEL
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Figure 24. Mode 4, u =.1738 Hz, GIFTS BEAM MODEL
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Figure 26. Mode 6, u .2349 Hz, GIFTS BEAM MODEL
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Figure 27. Mode 1, u =.02163 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
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Figure 28. Mode 2, u =.05165 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
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.77.
Figure 29. Mode 3, u .05879 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
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Figure 30. Mode 4, u .1253 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
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V. THERMOELASTIC EFFECTS
A change in temperature along a bar will change its
dimensions. When an isotropic bar is heated uniformly and is
free to expand, the sides will increase in length. The
material undergoes a uniform thermal strain e, given by:
= (AT) (44)
where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion ai~d AT is an
increase in temperature. The length of the bar will increase
by an amount
8,= a (AT) L
where L is the length of the bar.
The ABLE booms (Ref. 10] used on LACE are designed so that
they undergo minimum thermal bending or twisting in the solar
radiation environment. Pretwist is used to prevent thermal
twisting or thermal bending that would occur if one longeron
is shadowed by another.
This chapter presents analysis for deformations that could
result in a worst case scenario. Two possible scenarios
considered are when the boom may bend due to unequal heating
of the diagonals and unequal heating of the longerons. Unequal
heating of the diagonals is more likely to occur than unequal
heating of longerons. (Ref. 133. The following analysis
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considers only the unequal heating of the diagonals and
assumes no shadowing effects.
Sources of heat include spacecraft components, solar flux,
albedo flux and thermal radiation of the earth. The solar flux
is defined as the flux existing at a distance of one
astronomical unit (AU) from the sun. Albedo flux is the
fraction of total incident solar radiation on the earth which
is reflected into space as a result of scattering in the
atmosphere and reflection from the clouds and earth surfaces.
Thermal radiation from the earth is the portion of incident
solar radiation absorbed by earth and its atmosphere and re-
emitted as thermal radiation according to Stefan-Boltzman law
(Ref. 11]. For the computation of LACE thermal deformations,
the following data is used (Ref. 13):
Solar flux: 442 Btu/sq ft hr
Thermal Earth Radiation: 70 Btu/sq ft hr
Albedo flux: 160 Btu/sq ft hr
c/ = .8
where e is the emissivity and a is the absorptivity.
The worst case of unequal diagonal heating occurs when the
sun rays are parallel with one set of diagonals and almost
perpendicular to the other set. The set of diagonals
perpendicular to the sun will receive maximum solar flux. The
parallel set will receive no solar flux, but will receive
earth's albedo and thermal radiation flux. A simple approach
is taken where the hottest and coldest temperatures of the
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sMown
diagonals are calculated. This results in a maximum
temperature of 192'F and a minimum of -5F, Following the
discussion in Ref. 12, calculations are carried out and
presented in Appendix G.
It is assumed that the battens and longerons receive equal
heating of 800F. Using a 3-D model of the truss, the
temperatures above, and a coefficient of thermal expansion of
1.75 x 10"6/OR, the maximum deflection is calculated. Figure
31a shows that the deformed shape is similar to the first
bending mode. Figure 31b shows a closeup of the deformation.
A maximum deflection of 1.88 inches is calculated using GIFTS.
This is a 1.2% deformation for the 150 foot truss and should
have negligible effect on the system dynamics.
However, thermal flutter could occur if the period of the
thermal loading coincides with the natural frequencies of the
spacecraft.
The first bending mode has a natural frequency of .02163
Hz. The thermal loading from the sun occurs over a long period
and is on the order of 10,4 . The thermal loading is two orders
of magnitude lower than the fundamental frequency and as a
result should not interact with any natural frequencies.
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Figure 31a. Thermal elastic effects resemble 1st bending mode
shape.
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Figure 31b. Close-up view of thermoelastic effects
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VI. MULTI-BODY DYNAMICS
A. COMPONENT MODE SYNTHESIS
in the previous chapter, finite element techniques were
used to formulate a model of the LACE spacecraft for use in
structural dynamics analysis. This section discusses a class
of reduction methods known as component mode synthesis, or
substructure coupling for dynamic analysis. These methods are
useful for analysis of large structural dynamics problems.
The basic idea of component mode synthesis is to treat the
complex structure as an assemblage of substructures. Each
substructure is analyzed independently and then their dynamic
characteristics (mode shapes and natural frequencies) are
synthesized to analyze the complete structure. There are many
variations of the method of component mode synthesis and
extensive iitera-ure is available (Ref. 14, 15, 16, 17].
Hurty (Ref. 14] developed a procedure for analysis of
structural systems using a displacement method which used
three types of generalized coordinates, namely: 1) rigid body
coordinates, 2) constraint coordinates, and 3) normal mode
coordinates. Hurty used Rayleigh-Ritz approach in his
formulation. The Craig-Bampton method [Ref. 15] is similar to
the treatment due to Hurty, except that it simplifies the
treatment of rigid-body modes of substructures by eliminating
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the separation of boundary forces into statically determinate
and statically indeterminate reactions [Ref. 15]. MacNeal
[Ref. 16] introduced residual flexibility modes to retain the
static contribution of a higher frequency truncated modes.
Rubin [Ref. 17] developed a new method which adds residual
inertial and dissipative results to the method introduced by
MacNeal [Ref. 17].
This section will present the basics of component mode
synthesis.
Craig [Ref. 18] provides a good overview of component mode
synthesis methods. His notation and examples will be used
extensively in this discussion.
A substructure is generally connected to one or more
adjacent components and is composed of interior degrees of
freedom and boundary degrees of freedom. Figure 32 illustrates
a substructure connected to other components and shows
boundary and interior coordinates.
The equation of motion for a component is given by
Mk t C2 + KX = f (45)
where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix and K is
the stiffness matrix.
The total set of physical coordinates of the component is
defined as P, while interior and boundary points will be
defined as I and B respectively. Boundary coordinates are




Figure 32. Unrestrained truss component
support of the component and its complement, redundant
(excess) boundary coordinates designated as R and E
respectively. These designations are used throughout this
analysis.
Figure 33 shows a beam divided into several components and
will be used to to illustrate mode sets in the following
discussion.
The two fundamental steps of component mode synthesis are
to: 1) define component modes, and 2) to define coupling of
components to form a system.
The physical coordinates, x, can be represented by
component generalized coordinates, P by the transformation
X = *P (46)
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Figure 33. Beam model divided into components
where * consists of component modes of specified type [Ref.
14]. These include:





These modes are defined as follows. [Ref. 17)
1. Normal Modes
Normal modes are classified as fixed interface normal
modes, free-interface normal modes or hybr:id-interface normal
modes depending on how the interface coordinates are
restrained when the component normal modes are obtained using
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(K -97,2M) ,P =O0 (47)
The modes are normalized with respect to the mass matrix m.
m,, = I) * K,, A, : diag(Wp)2
where 4,, is component normal modes. The notation 4 will be
used for normal modes, while * will be used for assumed modes.
2. Constraint Modes
A constraint mode is defined by statically imposing a
unit displacement on one coordinate of a C set of physical
coordinates. Let C=E and define a constraint mode by placing
a unit displacement on one coordinate of the C set and zero
displacement on the remaining C set. The matrix of constraint
nodes, *, is defined by the equation:
[Ke, KC K. c1  Re (48)
KK1 K1  o lRre
This equation may be simplified to yield
= = (49)
3. Attachment Modes
Attachment mode is defined by applying a unit force of
the coordinates of an A set (Ref. 15]. In this case,
attachment modes will be defined for A = E. The matrix of
attachment modes t, is shown by the equation
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K31 K33.Kjr ~~=II~rK., K.. K.~~i 8  JR (50)[K 1 K,. 110 !R,,




where g = K*V is the flexibility matrix.
4. Rigid Body Modes
The boundary conditions are depicted in Figure 45, where
the R set will restrain the component from rigid body motion
and the E set contains redundant boundary conditions. By
defining the' rigid body modes relative to the R set, the
equation is given by
iiI I 
e KK I K. K.r] 
(52)
which simplifies to
1K11 Kle [1irI r ~z (53)
11 K.1 1LI*.]j =K.rJ
The *, matrix is given by
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[tl t , r
= = g [eir (54)
5. Inertia-Relief Modes
This method defines attachment modes for a component
with rigid body freedoms. This method was presented by Rubin
(Ref. 16] and MacNeal (Ref. 17]. By letting D'Alembert force
vectors associated with rigid-body modes be applied statically
to a component which is fully constrained on the boundary, 1 m
can be defined as follows.
[ 11 Ka K 1 11 ir 0
K., K. K., = . , H., ,., + kn (55)K' K,. Kr,] [, ;. M,, L, rr
*1-1 IK (Moli° 1 = Miir = Mi0 0a (56)
6. Coupling of Components
This section describes generalized substructure coupling
as applied to free vibration analysis. [Ref. 18]
Assuming two components a and 0 having a common boundary
interface, compatibility of interface displacement requires
X0 1 (57)
The interface forces are related by
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f", 41'= 0(58)
By representing the physical coordinates x, by
generalized coordinates p, the following equations are derived
%a = *tp4 , XP = Opp (59)
where *4 and * contain assumed static and dynamic modes.
The constraint equations can be written in generalized
form to form a single constraint equation
CP = O (60)
where
(61)
Let P be rearranged and partitioned into dependent PD and
independent, PI, coordinates. Then,
ICDDCD] 0= O (62)
where Cad is nonsingular square matrix and equation
-PP1 [ -rCz~ C IlPr=S (63)
defines S and g, where
S= L-Cil CIIrj (64)
Ix'
The p and x corresponding to P are given by
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Ili 0 ;] I, 0 x (65)
The coupled system of equations for an undamped system
is given by
Mg + Kg = 0 (66)
where
M SILLS , K = S xS (67)
B. DYNAMICS OF FLEXIBLE BODIES IN TREE TOPOLOGY
1. Overview of Multibody Systems
Spacecraft and large spacecraft structures are typical
multibody systems. Large strides have been made in the last 20
years in the efficient formulation and solution of multibody
systems. Particular interest in multibody dynamics has risen
in spacecraft dynamics. Initially, space vehicles were
idealized as rigid bodies or elastic beams. In the mid-1980s
equations of motion were published ior a point-connected set
of interconnected rigid bodies in a topological tree. A model
containing rigid bodies and elastic appendages was eveloped in
the 1970s. The next major step was the incorporation of body
flexibility in the topological tree model. (Ref. 19]
2. Multibody Computer Program - TREETOPS
TREETOPS is a computer program developed to deal with
multibody structures in an open-tree topology. It is a time
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history simulation of a complex multibody flexible structure
with active control elements. Some of the features include: 1)
any or all bodies can be rigid or deformable, 2) hinges can
have zero to six degrees of freedom, 3) the dimension of the
problem equals the number of degrees of freedom, 4) individual
body deformation can be described by any set of modal vectors,
5) an interactive program, and 6) extensive control simulation
capability. [Ref. 18]
The computer simulation consists of three parts:
defining a tree topology of flexible structures, define a
controller and a set of sensors and actuators.
The structure of the TREETOPS model consists of bodies
and hinges with sensors and actuators included for interfacing
with the control system. Figure 34 shows a typical structure.
a. Body Types
The program simulates a set of bodies in a tree
topology. Each body is defined independently. Sensors,
actuators and hinges are connected to specific points called
node points. Each body may be defined as rigid or flexible.
Each body is to be defined with an ID number, mass
properties, center of mass and all its pertinent node points.
(Ref. 20]
b. Hinges
Hinges interconnect two adjacent bodies. One body
is called the inboard body and the other is called the
outboard bocy. The inboard body is the one on the side closest
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Figure 34. Structure composed of bodies and hinges
to the inertial reference frame. Figure 35 shows a hinge
representation.
The functions of the TREETOP hinges are to
[Ref.20]:
1. define topology of thq structure
2. define kinematic variables of the multibody system
3. define relative orientation between adjacent bodies.
c. Sensors and Actuators
A set of 16 sensors have been builz into the
simulation. They include rate gyros, resolvers,
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Figure 35. General representation of jth hinge
accelerometers, position and velocity sensors, tachometer, sun
and star sensors, etc. The actuators serve as a way to apply
force and torqup inputs. Inputs may be control or disturbance
inputs. Disturbance inputs can be applied with function
generators to the actuators. Actuator types include reaction
jets, hydraulic cylinder, moment actuator and torque motor.
d. Orbit Environment
TREETOPS has the capability to model the orbit
environment of a spacecraft to include gravity gradient and
aerodynamic drag. A magnetic field model is included which
produces a force through interaction with magnetic actuators.
In computing the atmospheric drag, TREETOPS uses atmospheric
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A. HOW TO IDEUNTIFY CHAOTIC VIBRATIONS
Chaos is defined as a cotion that is sensitive to initial
conditions [Ref. 21]. Chaos can occur only in nonlinear
systems, but all nonlinear systems do not exhibit chaos. Chaos
can be observed in many physical systems. A partial list is
shown:
-. Vibrations of buckled elastic structures
2. Mechanical systems with play
3. Large, three-dimensional vibrations of structures
4. Aereoelastic problems
5. Systems with sliding friction
6. Feedback control devices
In order to identify chaotic motions, several procedures
are suggested [Ref. 21]. such as
1. Identify nonlinear elements in the system
2. Check for sources of random input in the system
3. Observe time history of the measured signal
4. Observe phase plane history
5. Examine Fourier spectrum of the signal
6. Determine Poincar6 map of the signal
7. Vary system parameters
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Quantitative characteristics of chaotic vibrations and the
diagnostic tools used are su=marized as follows:
1. Sensitivity to changes in initial conditions
(Lyapunov exponent and fractal basin boundaries)
2. Broad band spectrum of Fourier transform, when motion
is generated by a single frequency
3. Fractal properties of the motion in phase space which
indicate a strange attractor (Poincare maps, fractal
dimension)
4. Increasing complexity of regular motions as
experimental parameters are changed
5. Transient or intermittent chaotic motions;
nonoeriodic bursts of irreaular motion or initially
random-like motion that settles into regular motion.
1. Nonlinear System Elements
A linear system does not exhibit chaotic vibrations.
Typical nonlinear effects from mechanical systems include
nonlinear stiffness, material nonlinearity, nonlinear damping,
free-play, and nonlinear boundary conditions. Nonlinear
elastic effects can be due to large deformation. A good
example of material nonlinearity is the stress-strain
relations of materials modeling rubber or elastomers.
2. Random Inputs
There are no assumed random inputs in chaotic
vibrations. Applied forces and excitations are assumed to be
deterministic. By definition, chaotic vibrations arise from
deterministic physical systems. A large output signal to input
noise ratio is required if nonperiodic response is to be
attributed to a deterministic system behavior. (Ref. 21]
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3. Observation of Time History
The first indication of chaos may be indicated in the
time history. The motion observed shows no visible pattern or
periodicity and may be chaotic or random.
This method is not conclusive, since motion could have
a long-period behavior that is not detected or quasiperiodic
motion where two or more periodic signals are present.
4. Fourier Spectrum
The presence of a broad band Fourier spectrum in the
output is another clue that may be used to suspect chaotic
vibrations. A precursor to chaos is the presence of wo/n
subharmonics. However, multiharmonic outputs do not always
imply chaotic vibrations as hidden degrees of freedom may be
present.
5. Phase Plane History
in the phase plane, complete information about a
dynamical system is represented by a point. At the next point
in time when the system dynamics change, the point is
displaced.
This moving point gives the history of the dynamical
system. The coordinates chosen for the study of dynamics,
typically, are the amplitude and velocity of motion. Figure 36
shows the phase plane of a simple pendulum. The circle on the
phase plane represents the motion over one cycle and is called
the trajectory. It should be noted that a periodic motion is
a closed orbit in the phase plane and is called a limit cycle.
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Figure 36. Phase plane of a pendulum [Ref. 211
Chaotic motions have orbits that never close or repeat. As a




This method is used when only one variable is available,
as in typical flight tests where measurements are from a
strain-gage or accelerometer. In order to do the 2-D phase
plot from strain-gage measurements, the signal must be
differentiated. In the case of accelerometer data, the signal
has to be integrated twice.
However, by integrating or differentiating, the signal
is filtered (Ref. 22]. Differentiating the signal will amplify
high frequencies and attentuate low frequencies. integration
will have an opposite effect. As a result, phase plane plots
obtained from experimental data will be inaccurate. This
resulted in the development of the pseudo-phase-space method
or embedding space method. For a one degree system with a
measurement x(t), the signal is plotted against itself but
delayed or advanced by a fixed time constant: [x(t), x(t+T)].
This plot yields properties similar to the classical phase
plane. The closed trajectory in the classical phase plot will
be closed in the pseudo-phase method and chaotic motion appear
chaotic in both phase planes.
When the state variables are greater than three
(position, velocity, time), higher dimension pseudo-phase-
space may be constructed using multiple time delays, i.e.,
(x(t), x(t+T), x(t+2T)).
The advantage of the pseudo-phase plane method is that
a single observable variable can be used to construct the
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pseudo phase picture and portray the system dynamics without
distorting the response through integration or
differentiation.
7. Poincar6 Section
The Poincar6 section can be constructed by placing a
two-dimensional surface in a three-dimensional phase space and
noting where the points of the trajectory penetrate this
surface. This slice will reveal the internal structure of this
location.
If the Poincar6 section does not consist of a finite set
of points or a closed orbit, the motion may be chaotic. For
some lightly damped systems, the Poincar6 section of chaotic
motion appears as a set of unorganized points. This motion is
called stochastic and is shown in Figure 37a. In damped
systems, the Poincar6 section appears more organized with
parallel lines as shown in Figures 37b and 37c. The Poincar6
sections can be enlarged to observe further structure (Figure
38). After several enlargements, if the structured sets
continue to exist, the motion is defined as a strange
attractor. This embedding of structure within the structure
indicates fractal nature of the behavior, which is a strong
indicator of chaotic motions.
B. QUANTITATIVE TESTS FOR CHAOS
The previous section summarized qualitative methods that
require experience to evaluate chaotic systems. There are some
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I I F
Figure 37. Poincar6 maps chaotic motion
quantitative measures to study chaotic motions. Two well-known
methods are the Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension (Refs.
22, 25]. Tl'ese methods are described below. The Lyapunov
exponent will not be used in this analysis and will be
discussed summarily.
1. Lyapunov Exponent
The Lyapunov exponent measures how sensitive the system
is to changes in initial conditions. It measures the
exponential attraction or separation, of two adjacent
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Figure 38. Poincar6 map of chaotic vibration
tra3ectories in phase space with different initial conditions.
It is defined as
d(t) =d 2L  (68)
or
L=lo2 (t) (69)
where d is the initial distance between two trajectories.
d(t) is the distance at a later time.
L is the Lyapunov exponent.
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A positive exponent implies d(t), the later distance
will be larger than the initial distance and indicates chaotic
dynamics.
2. Fractal Dimension
The fractal dimension is another quantitative test for
chaos and gives a lower bound on the number of essential
variables needed to model the dynamics of the system. Non-
integer values for a fractal dimension indicates presence of
a strange attractor. (Refs. 22,25]
There are six ways to classify fractal dimensions. The
dimension that will be discussed in this analysis is the
correlation fractal dimension.
The correlation fractal dimension is defined as
C(r) = r (70)
where: C(r) is the probability of the attractor within a
circle, sphere or hypersphere of radius r, and d is the
fractal dimension.
By taking the natural logarithm of both sides of
equation (70) and solving for d, following equation results:
d = lim I iC- ))
The procedure adapted in Sarigul-Klijn (Ref. 22] is
described below:
1. Start with a point on the attractor and calculate the
number of points inside a circle of radius r.
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2. Calculate probability C(r) by dividing this number of
points by total number of points in the attractor.
3. Repeat this for several points along the attractor.
4. Compute C(r) for several values of r.
S. The slope of log (C(r)) versus log (r) gives d, the
correlation fractal dimension.
To obtain the correlation dimension of the attractor of
a given system, the procedure must be applied in the pseudo
phase space for several embedded dimensions. The asymptotic
value of the correlation dimension is the fractal dimension of
the attractor and is given by
C(r) = lim -L -Ix 1-xjl) (72)
where: H(s) = 1 if s>O and H(s) 0 if s<0.
Ix, - xJI is the Euclidean distance between the points.
N is total number of points.
If the fractal dimension is approximately equal to the
phase space used for the calculation, the attractor lies in a
higher dimensional phase space. If the fractal dimension is
non-integer and is independent of the dimension of phase
space, the signal is characterized as chaotic. (Ref. 22]
C. LACE SPACECRAFT BOOM AS A NONLINEAR SYSTEM
The booms for the L.E ;- -cecraft have a constant EI
distribution [Ref. !O] and the response would appear to be
linear. However, at each bal, battens are joined to the
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longerons by joints. Freeplay introduced at the joints tend to
introduce nonlinearities. In this section, the spacecraft boom
elone is modeled and a parametric study to simulate the
in.fluence of nonlinearities introduced by the freeplay at the
joints on the system response is presented. The resulting
behavior of the motion is studied using the methods of chaos
(Ref. 21].
The LACE spacecraft boom is modeled as a nonlinear single-
degree oi freedom system. The equation of motion for such a
system is described by
meu+f(u, ), t) = ACoswt (73)
where f(uu,t) contains nonlinear damping and stiffness terms.
The stiffness of the boom is modeled as
fE = A, u3 + B, U2 +C, U + d,
and the damping as
f = A 2+ BA+ C2
For the present analysis, the damping is assumed to be linear
and contains only the linear term corresponding to equivalent
viscous damping. The nonlinear stiffness contribution due to
the joints is modeled by the cubic term, Au3. The linear term
representing the boom stiffness distribution is determined





The coefficient for the cubic term is treated as a parameter
and as part of the parametric study, is varied as a function
of the linear term as follows
A = C. + nC (75)
where n varies from ±.l to ±.5. The equation of motion reduces
to Duffing's equation in the following form:
mni + B20 + A10 + C~u = Aocoswt (76)
The response of this nonlinear system to a forcing function is
determined by approximating the derivatives as shown in the
equation of motion. A solution based on step-by-step
integration is used to generate the time response. A FORTRAN
program was developed based on the "linear acceleration
method" and is presented in Appendix I. The recursion formulas
used for the numerical integration is derived in the following
analysis.
In the linear acceleration method adopted here, the
acceleration is approximated for a given step by the following
relation:
+ (77)
Integration of equation (77) yields
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I I
+(Ad'z) -2 (78)di ~~ ~ = + f t 
and
. 2 1 + + + (79)
2 At 6
By using incremental quantities, Ap,, Au,, Ala,, and A-u,, the
computational algorithm is set up. Equation (79) may be solved
for u, and equations (78) and (79) are be combined to give Au,
as follows:
AI = u - L) - 3t11  (80)At, 1  AtL I
= 1 3Au,- -- O (81)
Since equation (73) is satisfied at both t, and t.+,, it may be
written as
MA + C1Adt + kjAu1 = AP i  (82)
Combining equations (80), (81), and (82) yields the
incremental equation of motion






Ap=A, 6D 3IM .4I~~j0 (85)
Once A u, is determined f-om equation (83), Ah, is obtained from
equation (81) and Ab, fro= equation (80). The undated values
of u, b, and l a: step (i-1) is commuted from
u,. = u, + Aug
'I. = d. + Au, (86)
z,. = Z1.+ All,
This step by step procedure described determines the
response of the LACE soacecraft boom modeled as a nonlinear
system. The numerical integration provides a time history of
the response, namely deflection, u, velocity, v, and
acceleration, a.
Since experimental data for a 23-foot LACE-model boom is
available from AEC-ABLE Engineering, the length of the boom
analyzed is taken to be 23 feet. In the parametric study, the
parameters varied are the excitation amplitude, frequency and
the coefficient of the cubic stiffness term. The excitation
amplitudes used gives deflections of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and
25% of the length of the spacecraft boom. The frequencies used
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are 1/3w. and 3w.n. These frequencies are chosen based on the
cubic term of the stiffness that generates subharr.onic and
superharmonic response at one-third and three times the
excitation frequency, respectively. The coefficient of the
cubic stiffness term is varied from ±.l to ±.5 of the linear
stiffness term.
The constant terms used in the equation of notion are as
follows:
K = 3.02 lbs/in
m = .1475 slugs
c = .177 slugs/sec
w. = 4.6 rad/sec
where c = 2v(h . The damping factorC was obtained from AEC-
ABLE Engineering using the Logarithmic Decrement method. A 23
foot boom mounted in its deployment cannister rigidly attached
to a wall yields C=.039 and a 23-foot boom rigidly mounted to
a wall yields C=.001. The first case approximates the LACE
spacecraft configuration. Both damping cases are considered in
the present simulation.
D. CHAOTIC VIBRATION ANALYSIS
A comprehensive FORTRAN program called CHAOS was leveloped
by Sarigul-Klijn (Ref. 22] to analyze chaotic vibrations. The
time history data from the numerical simulation prngram is
used by the CHAOS program for the chaotic vibration analysis.
The program CHAOS currently has 12 analysis options. They are
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1. Plot the t-e history
2. ?lot onto toroidal phase space
3. Take Poincar6 section of toroidal phase space
4. ?lot onto 2-D phase space
5. Plot onto 2-D Van der Pol plane
6. Plot onto 3-D phase space
7. Take Poincar6 section of 3-D phase space
8. 3-D Poincard section of a 4-D hyperspace
9. Compute fourier power spectrum
10. Compute statistics
11. Compute Lyapunov exponent
12. Compute fractal correlation d;mension
As discussed earlier, the stiffness term is modeled as a
combination of linear and cubic terms. The coefficient of the
cubic term is varied as a percentage of the linear term from
10% to 50%, and is seen to yield no significant changes in the
response. Therefore, an average value of 30% is used in all
subsequent numerical simulation.
In order to focus the present study within the scope of
this research, the study is divided into four specific groups.
Each group is identified by excitation frequency and damping.
In each group, the excitation amplitudes are 20.8 ibs, 41.7
lbs, 83.4 ibs, 166.7 lbs, and 208.4 lbs respectively. This
yields a deflection of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 25% of the
length of the beam, respectively. Table VI contains the group
identification.
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Table VI GROUP IDENTIFICATION
GROUP 





The initial analysis consists of studying four qualitative
indicators of chaos. They are time history, fourier power
spectrum, pseudo-phase plane and Poincare section
respectively. Then, quantitative measures of the motion are
computed.
Ficures 39-43 and 44-48 present the qualitative indicators
for cases A and B respectively. The time history is initially
transient and then becomes periodic in both cases. The fourier
power spectrum indicates a broad-band frequency spectrum, with
the number of spikes increasing with an increase in amplitude.
The pseudo-phase plane plot indicates that the motion settles
to a single limit cycle for case A and a double limit cycle
for case B. The Poincar6 section is very sparse and indicates
a periodic system. The periodic time history also indicates a
non-chaotic response.
Figures 49-53 and 54-58 present the qualitative indicators
of chaos for groups C and D. In all cases, the time history is
seen to be non-periodic and the Fourier power spectrum is
observed to be broad-band. In both cases, there appears to be
two limit cycles in the pseudo-phase plot. The Poincard
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sections appear core dense than the previous groups and has
the appearance of a strange attractor. These systems appear to
be chaotic.
To ascertain the quantitative nature of the response, the
fractal correlation dimension is computed for each group and
is shown in Table VII. Figures 59 and 60 show the fractal
dimension for increasing phase space dimension for two cases
of daping with F=20.8 and 0=1.53 respectively. The plots
for the other cases are given in Appendix J.
A non-integer fractal dimension is indicative of the
presence of chaos in a system [Refs. 22,23,24,25]. This is
consistent with the qualitative indicators of groups C and D.
The inconsistency with groups A and B indicate that the
fractal dimension by itself does not confirm the strangeness
of the strange attractor as believed in the reported
literature and must be used in conjunction with other
indicators of chaos. Additional results pertaining to this
parametric study are reported elsewhere (Ref. 26].
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IV I
a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 39. Qualitative indicators Of Chaos.
F=20.8 lbs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.177.
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
F=416 b,015 Hz C .
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Figur e Qitaidtorysb Fre Cho. petu
F=41.68 lbs, 0)=1.53 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c, Pseudo Phase Plane d. poincar6 section
Figure 41. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=83.352 lbs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
I i
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincard Section
Figure 42. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=166.7 ibs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
.3 .3.i
:rr
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 43. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=208.38 lbs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincard Section
Figure 44. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=20.8 ibs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 45. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=41.68 ibs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time uistory b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 46. Qualitative Indicators of Chaos.
F=83.352 lbs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.177
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Figure 47. QualitativeIdicaosOfCas
F=6. lbs 0= 13. z C=.177
111111  0
a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincard Section
Figure 48. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=208.38 lbs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.177
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
... .. ... .. ..
.44
a.~~~~  ~ Tim Hitr .Fu rPwrSetu
a.i Tme 0Qaist b.dica o ir PChowe. et
F=4168 ls, =1.5 li, C .05
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 51. Qualitative Indicators of Chaos.
F=83.352 lbs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.0454
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a. Time History b. Fou,.er Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar4 Section
Figure 52. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=166.7 ibs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.0454
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincard Section
Figure 53. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=208.38 lbs, 0=1.53 Hz, C=.0454
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a. Time History b. Fourier Pow~er Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 section
Figure 5.Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=41.68 ibs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.0454
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 56. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
F=83.352 ibs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.0454
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincare Section
Figure 57. Qualitative Indicators of Chaos.
F=166.7 lbs, 0=13.8 Hz, C=.0454
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a. Time History b. Fourier Power Spectrum
c. Pseudo Phase Plane d. Poincar6 Section
Figure 58. Qualitative Indicators Of Chaos.
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Figure 60. Fractal Dimension.
F=20.8, 0=1.53, c=.0454
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Table VII. FRACTATL DIMENSION
I C IM--"N.TL
a) 20.8 1.53 1 .!77 i 1.7
.41.7 1 .53 I .177 1.6
83.4 I 1.53 I .177 I 1.7
166.7 1 1.53 .177 1 1.7
208.4 I 1.153 I . 7 1.7
b) 20.8 13.8 I .177 1.2
41.7 13.8 .177 1.2
83.4 I 13.8 1 .177 1.3
266.7 13.8 I .177 1.6
208.4 13.8 .177 1.4
C) 20.8 I 1.53 .0454 I 2.05
41.7 I 1.53 .0454 2.4
83.4 1.53 .0454 2.05
166.7 1.53 .0454 I 2.1
201.4 1.53 .0454 2.6
d) 20.8 13.8 .0454 2.1
41.7 13.8 .0454 2.4
13.4 13.8 .0454 1.95
166.7 13.8 .0454 2.1
208.4 13.8 .0454
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
A. CONCLUSIONS
A detailed finie-element =ode! of the LACE soacecraft has
been developed using the finite element program GIFTS. A
dynamic analysis was performed on the model to determine the
natural frequencies and mode shapes. This model will provide
a basis for comparison when actual orbital test data is
available.
Thermoelastic effects of the LACE spacecraft boom were
±nvestigated for a worst case temperature scenario. The
results indicated that the deflections induced would have
negligible effect on the systems dynamics and would not affect
the on-orbit systems identification or induced thermal
flutter.
A preliminary study was conducted on a 23-foot section of
the LACE soacecraft boom to investigate the possibility of
chaotic vibrations occuring by varying the excitation
amplitude and frequency. The system was modeled as a single-
degree-of-freedom system with arbitrary nonlinear stiffness,
and nonlinear damping excited by a sinusoidal function. A
numerical integration program was developed to determine the
system response using various excitation amplitudes and
frequencies. Four qualitative methods, time history, fourier
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power spectrum, pseudo-plane, and Poincar6 section methods
were used to evaluate chaotic vibrations. In addition,
quantitative analysis 3.ncluded computation of correlation
fractal dimension. It was evidenced that a combination of all
appoaches was needed to determine the nature of vibrations.
Chaotic vibrations were present -for the low-damped system
while periodic response was indicated for highly damped
systems.
A non-integer correlation fractal dimension, which is
believed to be a cuantitative indication of chaos in a system,
was evidenced for both periodic and non-periodic responses of
the system. This important result, which is further being
confirmed from analysis of flight test data (Ref. 21] shows
that the fractal dimension by itself is not enough to
characterize the attractors found in nonlinear dynamical
systems. Modeling the "looseness" of joints for triangular
space trusses by Moon & Li [Ref. 27], who report interesting
chaotic behavior, was brought to the attention of the author
during the write-up of this report, which reveal the
importance of understanding the nonlinear dynamic behavior of
large flexible structures.
B. SCOPE FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research may be beneficial in two main areas.
The first is the development of a multi-body dynamics model
of the LACE spacecraft. A structural model using GIFTS has
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already been developed. The results generated may be used to
model the flexibility effects, while other effects introduced
due to on-orbit, such as gravity gradients effects,
atmospheric drag, etc., may be evaluated. These models may be
used as baselines for comparison when the orbital test data
from LACE becomes available. This comparison will provide an
opportunity for improvements and adequacy of these computer
models.
The availability of the orbital test data will provide
information needed to conduct a more detailed study of chaotic
vibrations on the fully deployed LACE spacecraft boom and
assess the sensitivity of the highly flexible boom structure
to accidental or intentional excitation. Assessing the exact
nature of the response of large flexible space structures is
important for missious that require accurate pointing
accuracies and in nuppression and control of vibrations.
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APPENDIX A
$ S OM. FILE TEO GENERATE sINPIg, MODEL OF LACE §?A:CBCRAFT AND
$ ! DERIVE THlE VAfURAL FREQUERCIES.


























$ GENERATES SOLID CIRCULAR BEAM USING PROCESSOR BEAMCS
$ FILENAME IS LACECS.SRC
CIRCS/l/.9585/
END
$ SIMPLE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE LACE SPACECRAFT USING
BULKM
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$ FILENAM4E IS LACEBM.SRC
$ ESTABLISH THE KEYPOINTS OF THE MODEL
KPOINT/1/O,0,O/2/O,1800,O/3/O,.-900,0/
KPOINT/4/O,0, 1800/5/50,0,0/






S GENERATE THE BEAMS
SLIN;E,1O0/112/1,2,31/5/113/1,3,16/5/114/1,4,31/5/
END
$ GENERATES POINT MASSES FOR THE SPACECRAFT





The following calculations model structural honeycomb
panels as aluminum panels with equivalent thickness and
weight. The stiffness for a honeycomb panel is given as
D = E th 2
2 (1-v)
and the equation for an aluminum plate is
D - Et
12 (1 -v 2 )
where
E = 9.9 x 106 lbs/in2
u = .33
h = core thickness of honmeycomb panel
t = face thickness o




where subscripts h indicates honeycomb core and f refers to






1. Determine Stiffness of Honeycomb Panel
D = (.gX1_09 ) (. 05) (.9)= 2.25xlOs lbs.Iin
2(1-.33)2
2. Determine Equivalent Aluminum Plate Thicknessu
D- Et . 2 .250X105 = (9.9x10 6 ) t312(1-v 3 ) 2(1- .332)
c = .624 in
3. Determine Honeycomb Panel Mass
Ph* = 6 lbs/ft 3 = 3.47 x 10 .1 lbs/in3
Pf*= 9.81 x 10"
2 lbs/in3
Vh = .9 x 54 x 96 = 4665.6 in
3
V= .1 x 54 x 96 = 518.4 in
3
Wh = 4665.6 x 3.47 x i0-3 = 16.2 lbs
Wf*= 518.4 x 9.81 x 10.2 = 50.8 lbs
,asterik items remain constant throughout the
calculations
Total weight = 67 lbs
Total ass 67 lbs = .1734 (lbs-sec3 )/in (GIFTS units)
386.4 in/sect
4. Determine Equivalent Density
Volume of aluminum panel = .624x54x96 = 3234.8 in 3'




1. Fixed and Deployable Solar Array Substrate
h =.4
t =.05
D=(9*9XIO-) (05) (42 = 4 .44XI0'lbs-in2(1-.33 2)
a. Determine Equivalent Aluminum Thickness
t = .3634 in
b. Determine Honeycomb Panel Mass
Vh =.4 x 54 x 96 = 2073.6 in
3
N= 2073.6 xc 3.47 x 10, = -7.195 lbs
Total weight = 58 lbs
Total mass = 58/386.4 = .15 lbs-sec
2/il
c. Determine Equivalent Density
Volumne of aluminum panel = 1884 in~
Bquival e2 densi tY Is8 = 7 . 9 6 x10-5 2bs-sec
2/Jn'
2. Deployable Sensor Panels
h= .65
t = .05
D= (9. 9x101,) (. 05) (. 65) 2 1. 17 3 x105 bs-in2(1-.332)
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a. Determine Equivalent Aluminum Thickness
1.173x105 = 99x01) t
3
1l2 l.332)
t = .502 in
b. Determine Honeycomb Mass
V= .65 x 54 x 96 = 3369.6 i;n
3
W= 3369.6 x 3.47 X10 = 11.7 lbs
Total weight = 62.5 lbs
Total mass = .1617 lbs-sec2 /in
c. Determine Equivalent Density
volume of aluminum panel = .502 x 54 x 96 -2602.4 in
3
Equivalent densit~y .1617 =6.22 x 10-5 (lbs-sec2) /Ifl
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APPENDIX C
$ COM FILE TO GENERATE THE MAIN SPACECRAFT BODY























$ GENERATES LACE SPACECRAFT MAIN STRUCTURE
$ GENERATES THE FILE USING THE PROCESSOR BULKM
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$ FILENAME IS LACEBM.SRC





$ SECONDARY STRUCTURE-FIXED AND DEPLOYABLE SOLAR ARRAY
SUBSTRATE
ELMAT,4/3/1.8E4,9.9E6,.33,8.1915E-5/
$ SECONDARY STRUCTURE-DEPLOYABLE SENSOR PANELS
ELMAT,4/4/1.8E4,9.9E6,.33,6.22E-5/
$ SECONDARY STRUCTURE-DEPLOYABLE SENSOR ARM~S AND BOTTOM PANEL
ELMAT,4/5/1.8E4,9.9E6,.33,2.5382E-4/
$ DEFINE ELEMENT THICKNESS
$ PRIMARY STRUCTURE PANELS
ETH, 1/4/.624/
$ SECONDARY STRUCTURE PANELS- SOLAR ARRAY SUBSTRATE
ETH,3/51.3634/
$ SECONDARY STRUCTURE PANELS-DEPLOYABLE SENSOR PANELS
ETH, 1/6/.502/



















KPOINT/26/-13,-26,96/27/-7 .5, -26, 82/28/-18 .5,-26,82/
$ SIDE +Z
KPOINT/29/26,O, 96/30/5 .5,0,96/31/-S .5,0, 96/32/-26,0, 96/
KPOINT/33/0,-5.5,96/34/0,5.5,96/




$ GENERATE VERTICAL ANGLE BEAM MEMBERS FOR B-SECTION PANELS
SLIME, 10/L59/5,9,3/6/L610/6, 10, 3/5/L812/8, 12,3/7/L711/7, 11,3
/5/
$ GENERATE VERTICAL ANGLE BEAM MEMBERS FOR A-SECTION PANELS
SLINE,10/Ll5/1,5,3/2/L26/2,6,3/l/L48/4,8,3/3/L37/3,7,3/l/




SLINE/L,1320/13,20, 2/L1420/14,20,5/Ll432/14, 32, 3/L1632/16,32, 3/
SLINE/L1626/16,26, 2/L1526/15,26,5/L1329/13,29,3/L1529/15,29,3/






SLINE, 10/L917/9, 17,2/13/L1017 /1-0, 17,5/14/L1-012/10, 12,.5/9/
SLINE2,10/L1223/12,23,2/10/L1123111,23,519/L9119,11,5101
$ GENERATE LINE%--S ASSOCIATED, WI77h CI.RCUILA7R ARCS
SLINEZ/L1718/17,18,2/L1920/19,20,2/L2324/23,24,2/L2526/25,26,2/
SLINE/L2930/29, 30, 2/L3132/31, 32,2/
$ GENERATE CIRCULAR A1RCS
S C-'7Y SIDE PANEL












COMPLINE/L2326/L2324, C2425 ,L2526/L2623/L2526 ,C2524 ,L2324/
COMPLINE/L910/L917,L1017/L1112/Lll23,Ll223/
COMPLINE/L2932/L2930,C3031,L3132/L3229/L3132,C3130,L2930/
$ GENERATE GRID ELEMENTS
GETY/QB4/2 ,4/
$ A-PANELS







$ GENERATE TOP PANEL
CRID4/ZL/L1529,L1516,L1632,L2932/ZR/L1329 ,L3229,L1432,L1314/
$ GENERAT-E RF PANELI
GRI-D4/R:F/L56,L68,L78,L57/
$ GENERASE BOTT-O.M PANEL
GE7TY/Q34/5, 7/
GRID4/BOI'TO'/L12 ,L24 ,L34, L13/
$ GENERATE KEYPOINTS FOR SENSOR PANELS AND SENSOR ARMS



















SGE'ER;E RE7POINTS FOR SOLAR PANEL FOLDOUTS
EP=OINT/55/24,26,96/56/24, 68.5, 96/57/-24,26,96/58/-24,68.5,96/

































KPOINT/109/-26, -26, 45/110/-26,-26, 30/
END
$ EDIT THE MODEL-GENERATE VERTICAL ANGLE BEAM ELEMENTS
$ GENERATES THE FILE USING THE PROCESSOR EDITM
$ FILE NAME IS LACEM.SRC
PTRtM/l/PTRTH/1
$ GENERATE TOP ANGLE MEMBERS
BEA2/13,55,29/20,55,29/20,57,32/14,57,32/
BEA2/14,59,20/32,59,31/32, 61,31/16, 61,26/
BEAM2/16, 63,32/26,63, 32/26, 65,32/15, 65,29/
BEAM42/15, 67,26/29, 67,26/29, 69:30/13, 69,20/
$ GENERATE BOTTOM ANGLE MEMBERS
BEA21,35,3/35,37,3/2,37,4/









$ GENERATES POINT AND GRID MASSES FOR THE LACE SPACECRAFT
$ GENERATES THE FILE USING THE PROCESSOR LOADBC
$ SOURCE FILE NAME IS MASS.SRC
$ GENERATE MASS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR A-PANELS
$MASS LOADING FOR A-Y PANEL
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$ GENERATES MASS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR B-PANELS












M.ASSP/342/l .3'!E-2/3411 89E--2/340/3 .48E-2/
MASSP/127/2 .57E-2/7/6. 91E-4/169/5.23E-3/
MASSP/168/9. 81E-3/167/1 .79E-2/5/1. 39E-2/
$ GENERATES MASS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR C-PANELS
$ MASS LOADING FOR C+Y PANEL
MASSP/344/3.96E-3/345/3 .96E-3/347/3 .96E-3/
MASSP/348/3 .96E-3/174/3. 96E-3/175/3.96E-3/





$ MASS LOADING FOR C-X PANEL
MASSP/379/8.67E-3/380/8. 67E-3/383/8. 67E-3/
MASSP/384/8 .67E-3/387/8. 67E-3/388/8.67E-3/




$ GENERATES MASS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE TOP PANEL


































$ GENERATES MASS DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE SENSOR PANELS AND SENSOR
ARM~S
$ GENERATE MASS LOADINGS FOR THE SENSOR ARMAS








$ GENERATE MASS LOADINGS FOR THE SENSOR PANELS
$ GEIERATE MASS LOADINGS FOR +Y PANEL

































$ GENERATES GRID MASS FOR SOLAR PANELS




MASSG/B-Y/2 .402E.-5,2 .402E-5, 2.402E-5,2 .402E-5/
MASSG/A+X/1.196E-5,1.196E-S,1.196E-5,1.196E-5/
MASSG/B+X/1 .87E55-,1.8755-5,1.875-5,1.87E-5/
MASSG/B-X/1 .8755E-5, 1. 8755E-5, 1. 8755E-5, 1. 87555-5/
MASSG/C+X/1 .875-5, 1.876E-5, 1.875-5,1.8075-5/
MASSG/C-X/1.8076E-5,1.8076E-5,1.8076E-5,1.8076E-5/
$ DEPLOYED SOLAR PANELS
MASSG/D+X/6. 343E-6, 6.343E-6, 6.343E-6, 6.3435-6/
MASSG/D-X/6.343E-6,6.343E-6,6.343E-6,6.343E-6/
MASSG/D+Y/6.343E-6,6.343E-6,6.343E-6,6.343E-6/
MASSG/D-Y/6. 343E-6, 6.3435-6, 6.343E-6, 6.3435-6/
$ DETERMINES MISCELLANEOUS UNACCOUNTED MASS
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$ DISTRIBUTED OVER SPACECRAFT PANELS
$ A-PANELS
MASSG/A+X/1.4691E-5,1.4691E-5,1.4691E-5,1.4691E-5/
MASSG/A-X/1. 469 1E-S,1. 469 1E-5, 1. 469 1E-5,1. 469 1E-5/
MASSG/A+Y/1.4691E-5,1.4691E-5,1.4691E-5,1.4691E-5/
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COY.IL TO GENER=TE 150' T1RUSS AS A SUBSTRUCTURE TO BE
































GENERATES CROSS SECTION 'TYPE AND DIMENSION OF BEAM ELEMENTS
CIRCS/B/.075/END
BULKM FILE THAT GENERATES 150' TRUSS
FILENAME IS TRUS!5OBM.SRC
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GENERATES POINT MASSES FOR THE 150' TRUSS
FILENAME IS TRSMlAS15.SRC






POI14T MASS X MASS Y MASS Z
440 1.234E-02 1.234E-02 1.234E-02
441 0,650E-03 0.650E-03 0.650E-03
442 1.305E-02 1.305E-02 1.305E-02
443 1.085E-02 1.065E-02 1.095E-02
444 8.560E-03 0.580E-03 8.580E-03
445 1.305E-02 -1.907E+00 1.305E-02
446 9.940E-03 4.594E-02 9.940E-03
447 1.042E-02 1.842E-02 -1.583E-03
448 1.842E-02 1.842E-02 1.842E-02
449 -6.583E-03 1.842E-02 1.842E-02
450 1.842E-02 1.842E-02 1.842E-02
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APPENDIX F
$ !COM FILE TO GENERATE AND CONNECT SPACECRAFT TRUSSES


















$ GENERATES THE FILE FOR THE THREE TRUSSES OF THE LACE
$ SPACECRAFT USING THE PROCESSOR BULKM













$ FILE TO GENERATE 150 FOOT TRUSS IN +Z DIRECTION
159
S ELEMENT MATERIAL










SLIME, 10/LTR5963/459 ,463, 3/470/












SLINE, 1O/L46466/464,466, 3/471/L46668/466, 468, 3/471/
SLINE, 10/L46468/464,468,3/471/
END
$ GENERATES BATTENS AND DIAGONALS FOR SPACECRAFT TRUSS
$ USING THE PROCESSOR EDITH
S FILENAM4E IS TRUSSEM.SRC





$ GENERATES VERTICAL,BOTT"-OM,DIAGONAl- MEMBERS FOR 150 FT TRUSS







$ GENERATES BATTENS AND DIAGONALS FOR SPACECRAFT TRUSS
$ USING THE PROCESSOR EDITM
$ FILENAYE IS TRUSSEM.SRC


































ROD2/462,2176/462, 1578/460, 1877/460, 1578/458,2176/458,1877/
















$ GENERATES MASS FOR THE COMPLETE TRUSS MODEL






!4ASSP/974, 1272, 299/8.8846E-5, 8. 884 6E-5/
$ GENERATES MASS FOR THE 150 FOOT TRUSS IN +Z DIRECTION
MASSP/464/8. 8846E-5/465/8 .8846E-5/466/8 .8846E-5/
MASSP/467/8 .8846E-5/468/8. 8846E-5/469/8 .8846E-5/
MASSP/2779, 2927,149/8. 8846E-5, 8.8846E-5/
MASSP/2630, 2778, 149/8.8846E-5, 8.8846E-5/
MASSP/2481,2629, 149/8.8846E-5,8.8846E-5/
$ GENERATES MASS FOR THE 75 FOOT TRUSS IN -Y DIRECTION
MASSP/458/8 .8846E-5/459/8 .8846E-5/460/8 .8846E-5/




$ GENERATES TIPMASS FOR EACH TRUSS






Before the LACE spacecraft was in its fully deployed state,
it underwent three different configurations. Figures Gi to G4
show the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the LACE
spacecraft in its initial configuration with the gravity
gradient extended to 75 feet. Figures G5 to G8 show LACE with
the gravity gradient extended to 150 feet. Figures G9 to G12
show the LACE spacecraft in its final configuration before
full deployment with the lead and trail booms extended to
119.5 feet.
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Figure Gi. Mode 1, u .01365 H~z, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
165
Figure -2--e2 u .17 zGFSCMPE OE
1647
Figure G3. Mode 3, u =.04325 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
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FIgure GB. Mode 4, u = .03552 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
172
Figure G9. Mode 1, u =.02322 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
173
Figure GIO. Mode 2, u .04294 Hz, GIFTS COMPLEX MODEL
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A. MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR DIAGONALS
C=.8 fth
E=.8 470 Btu/sq ft hr
aiR= .8 160 Btu/sq ft hr
as = 1.0
Earth
Figure 21. LACE Doom Perpendicular to the Sun
The heat balance equation is
a,5 a = eoT
4D
where s is solar flux intensity, a is surface area and a is
Stefan loltzman constant.
Heat in' 442 x 1.0 x d + (160 x 1.0 + 70 x .8) x nd/2
177
781. 3 d: :=430 0T
Heat out = 0. 8 x n d x a x T4
B. MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR THE DIAGONAL
Di rect solar
~442cos 900 = 0 Btu/sq ft hr
Earth reflected Earth emitted
160 Btu/sq ft hr 70 Btulsq it hr
/:t
Earth
Figure H2. LACE Beam Parallel to the Sun
Fd1I2 = .256
Reciprocity F d1- 2dA, = F,.dlA, FdI=.256
Q11= AjFj-dj(Eb1)
Divide by dA1  Q- A 2 ld b
I dA Substitute A2 .26 2 0. b
(0.256) (160 + 70] Btu/sq ft hr
178
20 dl
Figure H13. Viewing Factor






C * WALTERS, W *
C * THESIS RESEARCH *
C * 6 JUNE 1990 *








C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES DISPLACEMENTS, VELOCITIES,AND
ACCELERATION











C K= Spring constant
C C= Damping
C P= Force
C FS= Spring force
C KSTAR= Delta K*
C PSTAR= Delta P*
C DELT= Time interval, delta t
C DELU= Change in displacement
C DELV= Change in velocity
C DELA= Change in acceleration
C DELP= Change in force
C A0= Coefficient of amplitude for force function
C Omega= Frequency for force function
C Al= Coefficient for X**3 term for stiffness
function
C B1= Coefficient for X**2 term for stiffness
function
C C1= Coefficient for X term for stiffness function
180
C D1= coefficient for constant term for stiffness
function
C A2= Coefficient for X**2 term for damping function
C B2= Coefficient for X term for damping function
C C2= Coefficient for constant term for damping
function
C FRAC= Fraction of linear stiffness term used for
















C ==CREATE A FILE FOR CHAOTIC COMPUTAIONS
OPEN (UNIT=l, FILE='ACC.INP', STATUS='OLD')
WRITE (6,*) 'INPUT THE FILE NAME'
READ (5,'(A)') NAME
FN = NAME
OPEN (UNIT = 12, FILE = FN, STATUS ='NEW')
WRITE(6,*) 'DO YOU WANT INTERACTIVE INPUT FILE,
0=YES, 1=NO'
READ(5,*) IYES
IF (IYES.GT.0) GO TO 500
C
PRINT *~'ENTER INITIAL CONDITIONS'
PRINT *,'INITIAL DISPLACEMENT '
READ *,U
PRINT *'INITIAL VELOCITY =
READ *V
Print *,'F(X)=AG*COS(Omega*T)'
Print *,'Enter value for AO'
Read *,AO
Print *,'Enter value for omega'
Read *,Omega
Print *, K(X)=Al*X**3+B1*X**2+C!*X+Dll
Print *~'Enter value for Al'
181
Read *, Al
Print *, 'Enter value for Bi'
Read *, B1
Print *, 'Enter value for Cl'
Read * C1
Print *, 'Enter value for Dl'
Read * DI
Print *, 'C(X)=A2*V**2+B2*V+C2'
Print , 'Enter value for A2'
Read *, A2
Print , 'Enter value for B2'
Read *, B2
Print *, 'Enter value for C2'
Read *, C2
Print *, 'Enter value for mass'
Read *, M
Print *, 'Enter value for delt'
Read *, DELT
















PRINT *, 'NONLINEAR STIFF TERM BI IS FRACTION OF LINEAR
TERM Dl'





PRINT * 'ENTER INITIAL CONDITIONS'
PRINT * 'INITIAL DISPLACEMENT ='
READ *, U
PRINT * 'INITIAL VELOCITY ='
READ * V
Print *, 'Enter value for delt'
Read * DELT














C Solve for PSTAR
C
PSTRDE-LP+( ((6*1)IDELiT)+(3*C) )*V+( 13*M,)..C*(DELTT/2) )*A
C Solve for DE-TLU
C
DELU=PSTAR/KSTA.R
C Solve for DELV
C
DELTV= (3/DE-LT-)*DELU ( 3-V) -A*(DELI2)
C Solve for DELA
C
DELA= (6/DELT**2) *DE-U-.( (6/DELT) *V) - ( 3A)
C
C Write outDut file
c
C ** OUTPUT TO THE CHAOTIC FILE
WRITE(ll,6000) DUMMY,T,U,V,A
6000 FOR1MAT(A7,F6.3,E11.4,4El2.4)








































C Assigns a value for damping
C input argument
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Figure J3. Fractal Dimension. F=166.7,01.53, C=.177
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